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DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

1.1.1 Legal
1.1.1.1 International Law
The President of the Republic negotiates and ratifies international treaties and agreements. The
Government concludes international agreements not subject to ratification after deliberation by the
Council of Ministers. It informs the National Assembly and the Senate about it. Peace treaties, trade
agreements, treaties and agreements relating to international organizations and to the settlement of
international conflicts, those which involve public finance, those which amend legislative provisions, those
which relate to the status of individuals, or those which entail the exchange and addition of territory may
only be approved or ratified by virtue of a law. Lawfully concluded treaties and agreements have, when
published, an authority superior to that of the law, subject for each treaty and agreement to the
application by the other party.
According to the legal officer interviewed ratification or not depends on the agreement – if the agreement
determines that it comes into effect immediately, it does but if the agreement determines that it has to be
ratified, the agreement is submitted to Congress.

1.1.1.2 Domestic Law
The DRC Constitution provides for different formats of legislation. According to the legal officer
interviewed, the legislative process to adopt a law differs in accordance with the origin of the text.
For a “project de loi” which is a law proposed by a Minister, the text is discussed with the administration
and a draft law is compiled. The Minister then submits the text to the Law Commission, where after the
Minister presents it to the Council of Ministers. Once the Law Commission has adopted/approved the
draft law, it is submitted to the Congress (the National assembly and the Senate) for discussion and
promulgation.
In the case where a member of the National Assembly (a National Deputy) proposes a draft law, that draft
law is discussed in the National Assembly and if agreed on, it is adopted by it. After adoption by the
National Assembly, the law is referred to the Senate for approval. Once the draft law is adopted by both
chambers of the Congress, it is submitted to the Constitutional Court to certify that the content of the Draft
law is not contrary to the Constitution. After this certification, the law is submitted to the President for
signature and publication.
Subsidiary legislation is initiated by a line Ministry. The legislation is drafted by the line Ministry officials
and submitted for approval to the Minister (accompanied by an explanatory memorandum). Once the
Minister has approved the subsidiary legislation, it is published and comes into effect.

1.1.2 Institutional
The transport-related matters contemplated in the various Tripartite documents are regulated and
administered by different departments/ministries:
Ministry of Transport and Communication: the Ministry is responsible for policy and management of
all modes of transport as well as regional integration.
FONER (Roads Authority):

The Roads authority is responsible for the management of road

infrastructure, including vehicle load management.
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CNPR (Road Safety Council): The Road Safety Council is responsible for road safety management and
driver instructor training.
National Commission for Issuing Driving Licenses (Commission National de Delivrance des
Permits (CONADEP): The National Commission is responsible for the testing of drivers and the issuance
of driving licences.
Policy: According to the Minister of Transport, there is a transport policy but it is outdated.

1.1.3 Vehicle Load Management
DRC does not have Vehicle Load Management Strategy. Overloading is regulated in terms of the Arrêté
Interministériel Instituant des Mesures de Protection du Patrimoine Routier National de 2011, which law is
not in line with the Tripartite decisions. During the visit, it was said that the maximum GVM is 56 tonne,
but the law determines 50 tonne. Furthermore, it was said that the DRC experiences difficulties with
vehicles with more than 7 axles travelling on the roads. The overload offence fees are-

 CDF 60 000/tonne (US$ 64) for overloading by 1-5tonne;
 CDF 90 000/tonne (US$ 95) for overloading by 6-10 tonne; and
 CDF 120 000/tonne (UD$127) for overloading by 11 tonne and more.
1.1.3.1 Policy Reforms
The overload offence in DRC is not decriminalised.

1.1.3.2 Harmonisation

 Legal load limits: Not in line with the Tripartite legal load limits;
 Vehicle dimensions: Not available;
 Legal definitions in relation to vehicles and vehicle load managements: Not in line with the VLM MOU;
and

 Penalties and demerit points: The penalties for overload in the DRC relates to the level of overload
but it is not entirely clear on which basis the monetary value of the additional road consumption due
to the overload is being calculated. It is however not calculated in accordance with the formula
agreed on by the Tripartite.

1.1.3.3 Regional VLM Requirements
The establishment of the Vehicle Load Management Working group at the Tripartite level is a function of
the Tripartite, as well as the regional network of weighing stations, the regional performance audits, the
regional weighbridge operations and procedures manual and the exchange of information. As these are
functions of the Tripartite which need to be initiated by the Tripartite, the DRC’s function in this regard is
to ensure its participation in the regional programme.

1.1.3.4 Weighbridge Certification, Verification and Maintenance
No information was available
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1.1.3.5 Performance based system
There are no self-regulatory systems in place in the DRC.

1.1.3.6 Liability for overload offences
The driver of the vehicle is fined in the DRC.

1.1.3.7 Reciprocal Recognition
DRC will need to incorporate allowance for reciprocal recognition of officers’ authority and weighbridges
certificates into their domestic legislation in accordance with the SADC model bylaws as incorporated into
the VLM MOU.

1.1.3.8 Tolerance
It is not known what tolerance the DRC allows on axle loads and GVM.

1.1.3.9 Training
No training programmes were mentioned during interviews.

1.1.3.10 Transitional provisions of the VLM MOU
The VLM MOU has not yet been signed, but the DRC can embark on the process of harmonising its
domestic legislation in accordance with the VLM MOU.

1.1.3.11 Implementation Framework
The DRC needs to compile an implementation framework to enable the implementation of the VLM MOU.

1.1.4 Baseline requirements for Vehicle Standards
1.1.4.1 Equipment on Vehicles
No legislation is available in relation to equipment of vehicles. International or French standards are
applied and vehicles are mostly imported from Europe and Asia.

1.1.4.2 Vehicle Dimensions and Regulations
The vehicle dimensions of the DRC are not available.

1.1.4.3 Loads on vehicles
Maximum Axle load limit

 Single axle: 13 tonne
 Tandem axle: 21 tonne
 Tridem axle: 27 tonne
Maximum Gross Weight

 50 tonne
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The above mass limits are not in line with the VLM MOU and the DRC will have to review the Arrêté
Interministériel Instituant des Mesures de Protection du Patrimoine Routier National de 2011.

1.1.4.4 Transport of Dangerous Goods
No information was made available on the transport of dangerous goods.

1.1.4.5 Testing of vehicles for Roadworthiness
The Training and Motor Vehicle Inspection Centre (CFCTA) in Kinshasa at the same address of the
Institude National de Préparation Professionnelle (INPP) were visited and the officials were interviewed.
According to the officials at the CFCTA, all vehicles in the
DRC must be issued with a roadworthy certificate every six
months and new vehicles are subjected to testing after six
months of use. Roadworthy inspection is mandatory for
vehicles upon import. The inspection and testing of vehicles
for roadworthiness is performed by the provinces and private
sector.
The Institude National de Preparation Preofessionelle (INPP) provided the criteria in accordance with
which a vehicle’s roadworthines is tested. Examiners are trained but not formally registered and regulated
by the Ministry or an Inspectorate.

Figure 1: Vehicle Inspection Criteria
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According to the officials that were interviewed the following process is followed:

 The vehicle owner pays the testing fee at the bank that is located at the testing station;
 After submission of proof of payment, the vehicle is examined by the vehicle examiner;
 After the examination, the examiner completes an inspection report;
 The officials of the Ministry at the testing station issue a handwritten roadworthy certificate in respect
of a vehicle that passed the inspection. A vehicle that failed the inspection may return within 14 days
for a re-inspection free of charge.
A roadworthy inspection was not witnessed during visit as no new roadworthy certification applications
were received during the time of the interviews at both the government and private owned testing
stations. Copies of the sample printed vehicle inspection sheet and hand written roadworthy certificates
were provided by the officials.
It is not required to display a roadworthy disc on the windscreen of a vehicle. It is also not a requirement
to submit a roadworthy certificate as part of the application for registration.

Figure 2: Printed Inspection Report and hand written Roadworthy Certificate

1.1.4.6 Evaluation of Vehicle Testing Stations
The Ministry of Transport and Communication allows private Vehicle Testing Stations (VTSs) to perform
roadworthy certification.
The Ministry arranged a visit to Société Congolaise de Contrôle Technique (SCCT), which operates under
contract with the Ministry. SCCT operates VTSs in Kinshasa, Sud Kivu(Bukavu), Kongo Central (Matadi
and Boma), Ituri (Bunia) and Tshopo (Kisangani) .The Ministry intends to implement 13 more VTS’s in
cooperation with SCCT. SCCT is not the only private VTS Company that operates in the country.
The Ministry performs informal inspections at the VTSs but does not have an inspectorate with the
primary responsibility to regulate the quality of vehicle testing. The VTSs that were visited, i.e. CFCTA
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and SCCT are the most advanced in the country. The testing equipment at the SCCT VTS, is the newest
in the country and that is not a reflection of the status quo at other stations in the country. It was noted
that due to the lack of expensive testing equipment, i.e. brake roller testers and wheel alignment, many
VTSs are performing basic roadworthy inspections, i.e. CO 2 emission testing, visual inspection with
regard to visibility, head and tail lights, indicators and oil leaks.
The privately-owned VTS’s are allowed to charge fees for inspections. At the VTSs visited the bank had
an office at the premises for collecting the roadworthy certification fees on behalf of government.

Figure 3: Fees Charged by SCCT
At CFCTA, the VTS equipment is capable of testing heavy and light vehicles. The inspection pits’ lengths
varies from approximately five metres to nine metres. The following testing equipment is installed:

 Brake roller tester;
 Speed testing device;
 Headlamp beam-aim checking device;
 Wheel alignment tester; and
 CO2 Gas Analysis / Emission tester.
A hydraulic jack was not seen and also not an axle playwear test device.

Figure 4: CFCTA Testing Equipment
At SCCT, the VTS has multiple test lanes with equipment that is capable of testing of heavy and light
vehicles. The inspection pit lengths are approximately 17m and 5m in length.
equipment is installed:

The following testing

 Brake roller tester;
 Speed testing device;
 Headlamp beam-aim checking device;
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 Wheel alignment tester;
 Suspension testing device;
 CO2 Gas Analysis / Emission testing device; and
 Hydraulic lift.

Figure 5: SCCT Testing Equipment
At both testing stations, no playwear testing equipment was observed. There is also not sufficient space
to accommodate the turning radius of heavy vehicles.

1.1.5 Driver Standards
1.1.5.1 Driving Licence Categories
The driving licence card issued by the National Commission for Issuing Driving Licences (CONADEP)
does not comply with the vehicle categories, layout or format as required for harmonisation in the
Tripartite region.
Vehicle Category

Cost of Licence

A: Motorcycle

US$ 56.37 (53,400 francs)

B: Cars, Maximum 3500kg, 1+8 seats

US$ 56.37 (53,400 francs)

C: Trucks, >3500kg

US$ 77.45 (73,400 francs)

D: Bus, > 8 seats

US$ 88.03 (83,400 francs)

E: Special vehicles (Truck with trailer)

US$ 88.03 (83,400 francs)
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Figure 6: Driving Licence Card with Category Legend and 1D barcode on the Back

1.1.5.2 Training and Testing of Drivers and Professional Drivers
The National Road Safety Commission (CNPR) indicated that they have drafted training material for the
training of drivers for each of the driving licence categories. The CNPR is responsible for the training of
driving instructors and to provide technical expertise. Driving schools are registered with the Ministry of
Transport and Communication.
The desktop study revealed that additional training is required for commercial drivers, but the details
could not be confirmed during the visit.
Learner drivers over the age of 18 years must apply for a learner’s licence in order to be trained by a
driving school. Driving schools use vehicles that are equipped with dual controls. Upon completion of the
theory and practical lessons, the driving school provides the learner with a “professional certification”. The
professional certification is required in order for the applicant to apply and book a driving test with
CONADEP. An applicant for a driver’s licence must successfully complete the following tests:

 Aptitude test for driving
 Theory test on the rules of the road; and
 Practical professional competence driving test.
The tests are computerised and the practical driving test is conducted in a vehicle provided by
CONADEP.

Figure 7: Driving School Vehicle with Dual Control Pedals
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1.1.6 Baseline Requirements for Compliance and Law Enforcement
1.1.6.1 Road Transport Management System (RTMS)
There are no self-regulatory systems in place in the DRC.

1.1.6.2 Enforcement Procedures for Foreign Operators and Drivers
There is no distinction between law enforcement procedures in relation to local operators and foreign
operators.

1.1.7 Exchange of Information
The status quo in respect of the computerised systems and registers currently operational in the DRC can
be summarised as follow:
No

Register

Computerised System

1

Vehicles

No national computerised system. Provinces are registering vehicles and
ownership on the system provided by the vehicle number plate contractor.
The provincial systems are not integrated or connected.
Vehicle registration and ownership is a “plastic” card.

2

Vehicle fitness

Stand-alone systems that are not interconnected with other VTS’s or a central
system are used at some testing stations. Roadworthy certificates are
handwritten. It is not required to display a roadworthy certificate on a vehicle’s
windscreen.

3

Drivers and
professional
drivers

A biometric and computerised register of drivers was introduced in 2012.
Professional driver permits are not computerised.

4

Driving licence
codes

Driving licence codes are not compliant.

5

Driver Training

Driving Schools and Instructors are regulated. A Computerised theoretical
test and a practical driving training test are performed on the road.

6

Operators

No computerised register except for the vehicle use that are registered as
part of the vehicle registration and vehicle ownership card.

7

Overloading

Weighbridges are not computerised. It was noted that the weighbridge in
Kinshasa can print a weigh slip. Notices are issued manually.

8

Law Enforcement

Not known, but the Police Clearance is done on a system before a vehicle is
registered.

9

Online Processing
from all Offices

None – Standalone systems.

10

Online System
Integration

No integration between the vehicle and driver registers, whilst the other
registers are manual.

Figure 8: Summary of status quo in relation to systems

1.1.7.1 Operator Registration
The Provincial offices register operators in relation to vehicles with a GVM less than 20 000kg. The type
of use of the vehicle is indicated on the vehicle ownership card. The Ministry of Transport and
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Communication authorises the transportation of goods in relation to vehicles exceeding a GVM of 20
000kg.. The process is not computerised.

1.1.7.2 Vehicle Registration
The “Division Vehicules” of the Ministry of Finance’s Department for Imports are using a computerized
system provided by the vehicle registration plate and vehicle ownership card printing contractor. Although
the same system is used by the provinces, the database is not centralized and each office has its own
database and computer equipment. (The Kinshasa office has 15 workstations and 3 servers.)
The vehicle registration number does not change except in case a
government vehicle that is sold to a civilian or in case where a number
plate is lost. For the latter, the lost plate must be reported at the Police.
When the ownership of a vehicle changes, or where the use of the
vehicle changes from personal use to public transport, the vehicle owner
must apply for a new vehicle ownership card to reflect the change on the
card. When an owner relocates from one province to another, the owner
must also apply for a new vehicle ownership card in the new province of
residence.
The vehicle number plates are centrally manufactured in Kinshasa and
distributed to the respective provinces. The vehicle ownership cards are
printed at each office as well as the “3rd Plate” or sticker that must be
displayed in the vehicle windscreen.
The “3rd Plate” or windscreen sticker displays only the vehicle identity
number (chassis number) as well as the vehicle registration number.
On delivery of the vehicle number plate the printed vehicle ownership
card and “3rd Plate” is matched with the number plate manually.
The process for a new vehicle registration is as follows:

 An application is completed by the owner and must be submitted
together with the appropriate identification documentation of the
owner.

 The particulars and classification of the vehicle must be supported by
the vehicle documents that triggered the registration, i.e. import
documents from Customs, or an invoice from a dealership, or sales
agreement that is notarised indicating both the seller and the buyer,
or a returned vehicle ownership card in case of changed residence.

 If the vehicle is intended to be used for public transport, an
authorisation from the Ministry is required.

 At reception, the applicant is informed of the amount to be paid at the bank. After the payment has
been made, the proof of payment is submitted together with the application. The application is then
checked for completeness. Police clearance is obtained electronically on the Police system to confirm
that the vehicle was not reported as stolen or involved in accident or crime investigation.

 Once the application is sealed and notarised as complete, the application, completed in carbon copy,
is separated as follows:
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Green: Kept on file with the supporting documents.
White: Provided to the Information Technology section for capturing on the system, printing of the
vehicle registration card and “3rd Plate” number.
Yellow: Send to plate manufacture for printing the plate.

 A new owner must provide proof of insurance upon collection of the vehicle number plates or vehicle
ownership cards. At Kinshasa, the insurance company had an office where vehicle owners could
procure 3rd Party Vehicle Insurance.

Figure 9: Sample Application Forms

Figure 10: Sample Vehicle Ownership Card (copy of both sides)
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1.1.7.3 Annual vehicle tax
Annual vehicle taxes or licence renewal processes are not applicable as vehicle taxes are incorporated
within the fuel levy.

1.1.8 Design and Location of Regional Weighbridges
The RWBLP identified a Weigh Station at Lukala on the Bas Congo corridor. According to the officials
there are six Weigh Stations on the route between Kinshasa and Matadi. Three of the stations are only
“pavement sites” and two are complete weigh stations (which leaves on weigh station unaccounted for).
The road between Kasmalisha and Lumbumbashi has two weigh stations. The construction of Weigh
Stations in DRC is in progress. The RWBLP was provided to the DRC officials for the purpose of future
planning of the location of Weigh Stations in accordance with the methodology provided in the RWBLP.

1.1.9 Cross Border Third Party Motor Vehicle Insurance Schemes
The DRC is member to the COMESA Yellow Card System and has implemented it as such. The 3rd Party
Motor Vehicle Insurance industry was liberalized in 2005 by ending the monopoly of the National
Insurance Company, i.e. Société Nationale des Assurances (SONAS) and the privatising the insurance
sector. SONAS remains active within offices at the Kinshasa vehicle registration premises where 3rd Party
Motor Vehicle insurance is sold to vehicle owners.

Figure 11: Sample Insurance Certificate
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ANNEXURE A: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
1 DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
This report relates to the visit performed by the Legal and IT experts from 16 to 17 June 2016. Meetings
were requested and interviews were held with the officials as indicated in the following table.
During the visit, the following officials were met:

Name

Institution

Contact Details

Ir Dominique Ilunga Bin

Ministere des Transports et Voies De
Communication, Cabinet du Ministre

+243 81 378 7861

Mulenda

(Directeur de Cabinet Adjoint)
Ir.Vale Manga-Willy

Ministere des Transports Et Voies De
Communication, Commission Nationale De
Prevention Routiere (CNPR), Président de la
CNPR,
Expert en Transport et Sécurité Routiére

Franck Lassyry Kitenge

Ministere des Transport et Voies De
Communication, Cabinet du Ministre,
Conseiller Juidique et Réformes Normatives

Ilungadominique57@gmail.com
+243 81 509 4121
+243 89 681 3674
+243 99 820 4377
valerdcongo@gmail.com
+243 99 859 6603
+243 82 500 2245
flakilly@yahoo.fr
lassyryf@gmail.com

Doris Mayanga Ngindu

Ministere Provincial des Transports,
Jeunesse, Sports et Loisirs, Cabinet du
Ministre, Expert Consultant en Transport multimodal Conseiller du Ministre

Adjovi Chantal

Société Congolaise Controle Technique,
Administrateur Gérant

+243 99 99 71 49 7
dorismayanga@gmail.com

+243 814 423 903
+243 992 200 998
adjovich@yahoo.fr
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